Photodynamic effects of SIM01, a new sensitizer, on experimental brain tumors in rats.
Glioblastomas are the third most common cause of cancer death in patients between 15 and 35 years old. Literature suggests that PDT could represent a promising treatment, providing that sensitizers could accumulate within the cancer tissues despite the blood-brain barrier. Distribution and PDT effect of SIM01, a promising photosensitizer, have been evaluated on orthotopic C6 tumor model in rats by comparison with HPD and m-THPC. Pharmacokinetics had been analyzed with fluorescence and ROS. Photodynamic treatment was done using a 630-nm light with an energy density of 100 J cm(-2) for HPD and a 652-nm light with an energy density of 20 J cm(-2) for m-THPC and SIM01. The correlation between fluorescence and ROS dosimetry was found to be excellent. An optimal concentration was found after 12 hours for SIM01 (4 mg/kg), 24 hours for HPD (10 mg/kg), and 48 hours for m-THPC (4 mg/kg). The best normal tissue/cancer ratio of concentration had been found after 12 hours for SIM01 and 48 hours for HPD and m-THPC. Pathological examinations after PDT showed that the criteria for histology of glioblastic origin were absent in SIM01-treated rats 12 hours after injection but were present in 50% of rats treated 24 hours after injection and in all after a 48-hour delay. Mean survival of rats treated 12 or 24 hours after SIM01 injection was significantly improved compared with controls, HPD-, or m-THPC-treated groups. Survival of rats treated 12 or 24 hours after SIM01 injection reached 20 days but decreased for longer delays. On the contrary, survival reached 18 days at the maximum for rats treated 48 hours after m-THPC or HPD injection. Our results confirm that PDT is a promising treatment for glioblastomas. SIM01 efficacy is as efficient as m-THPC but with much more favorable pharmacokinetics.